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PART # 16006 SIZES XSM-XXL COLOR BK

Highlighting our commitment to innovation G-FORCE Racing Gear proudly introduces the SuperNova 
helmet; our first full carbon fiber helmet. It has a 100% T800 carbon fiber shell which keeps the weight 
under 3 pounds in any configuration. Extra large eye port and memory foam ear liner pads are included!

Meant to be adaptable to a wide variety of racers and their specific needs the SuperNova features two 
top cover options that can be replaced on the fly without the need for any tools. If you prefer standard 
cooling vents or the top blower for your forced air system, the SuperNova has you covered either way.

The removable and adjustable Comfort Blend Liner also provides many possibilities for 
individualized customization with a variety of sizing pads. The liner is wrapped in the unbelievably 
soft knit material which has the subtle added benefit of TrackPAT, a unique knit print that helps to 
break up the solid color along your peripheral vision to keep your on-track focus laser sharp.

With additional features such as a Kevlar chin strap, polycarbonate shield, M6 threaded
head-and-neck restraint anchors and the largest eyeport in our helmet line, the SuperNova
full carbon fiber helmet will have you ready for the next podium finish!

SUPERNOVA

Top Cover
Installed

Top Blower
Installed
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NOVA FULL FACE

NOVA OPEN FACE

PART #

SIZES

COLOR

16002

XSM - XXL

WH

PART #

SIZES

COLOR

16004

XSM - XXL

WH / BK / MB

SA2020

SA2020

Large Eye Port

Fully Adjustable Liner

Interchangeable Top Cover

Next Gen Open Face

Fully adjustable,
removable and 
customizable liner
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REVO CARBON REVO AIR

PART # 13006 SIZES XSM-XXL COLOR BK PART # 13008 SIZES XSM-XXL COLOR WH

REVO ROOKIE

PART # 13004 SIZES XSM-XXL COLOR WH / BK / MB

PART # 3419 COLOR WH / BK / MB

SA2020

SA2020
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Carbon Composite Shell

New Fully Adjustable Liner

High Flow

Top Air Design

New TrackPAT Lines

Ultra-Light Weight

Fully Adjustable Junior Helmet

One helmet covers all
youth ages and sizes
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RIFT CARBON

GF1 RIFT

PART #

SIZES

COLOR

13002

SML - XXL

WH / BK

PART #

SIZES

COLOR

13010

XSM – XXL

WH / BK / MB

SA2020

SA2020

Carbon Composite Shell

Unique Fiber Pattern

New TrackPAT liner

New TrackPAT Liner

On Both Models

PART # 13014 SIZES SML-XXL COLOR BK
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Blue Mirror Red Mirror Gold Mirror

HELMET ACCESSORIES

The G-FORCE Racing Gear Snell SA2020 helmet line introduces 
exciting new top-of-the-line options while maintaining and 
updating our remarkable classic lines. We are working even harder 
to continue to offer the superior quality, innovation, and value that 
G-FORCE Racing Gear has always delivered!

New for 2020 is the full T800 Carbon Fiber SuperNova full-face 
helmet: offering super lightweight performance and all the options 
you demand in a premium racing helmet.

The NOVA full face and open face models provide the same 
features as the SuperNova in a fine crafted composite shell, 
giving you improved performance at an affordable price.

We’ve also brought back a long time favorite in a new fashion: the 
Rift Carbon. Based on our entry level Rift helmet but with a Carbon 
composite construction. In addition to the weight reduction over 
the standard Rift, the unique hex pattern Carbon design stands out in the pits and on the track.

For the junior racers we’ve developed the SFI 24.1 rated Rookie, the lightest junior helmet currently 
on the market. With an average weight under 2.4 lbs and fit pads that allow for adjustment as your 
child grows, the Rookie brings an incredible racing experience with a great value. 

And with our popular Rift, Revo, and GF1 models uprated to the SA2020 standard, we’ve got all of 
your helmet needs covered.

SUPERNOVA/NOVA REPLACEMENT LINER KIT SHOWN 

#16004BK

PIVOT KIT SHOWN6



GF125

PART #

SIZES

COLOR

4125 Suit

4126 Jacket

4127 Pants

CSM – XXX

4XL in Jacket Only

BU / RD / BK

The GF125 Single Layer suit continues to 

be an outstanding part of the G-FORCE 

Racing Gear suit line. The GF125 is the 

definition of quality, innovation, and value 

in the SFI 3.2A/1 suit category.

The award winning GTex construction 

that has been used in all G-FORCE 

Racing Gear suits has been utilized to 

manufacture the GF125 at standards that 

exceed the SFI 3.2A/1 specifications. 

The SFI 3.2a/1 tag is included and has 

been moved to the left arm cuff so 

that tech inspectors can easily see the 

certification. The single layer of this suit is 

made with Pyrovatex® fabric to achieve 

the TPP rating of near 10.

Single Layer

One piece, jacket and pants

Pyrovatex® Fabric

TPP rating of 10
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GF525

The award winning GTex construction 

that has been used in all G-FORCE 

Racing Gear suits has been utilized to 

manufacture the GF525 at specs that 

exceed the SFI 3.2A/5 specifications. The 

SFI 3.2a/5 tag is included and has been 

moved to the left arm cuff so that tech 

inspectors can easily see the certification.

The multi-layers of this suit have been 

produced with a proprietary blend of 

Pyrovatex® fabric and classified materials 

to achieve the TPP rating of 21. The inner 

layer of the GF525 is a comfortable bend 

that wicks moisture from the skin while 

providing a breathable feel.

As the pictures show, the GF525 is made 

with an attractive semi-gloss finish. The 

distinctive material will help any driver 

stand out and be noticed. The clean color 

styles of the GF525 give a finished look to 

attract both fans and potential sponsors.

PART #

SIZES

COLOR

4525 Suit

4526 Jacket

4527 Pants

SML – XXX

BU / RD / BK

Multi-Layer

One piece, jacket and pants

Pyrovatex® Fabric

TPP rating of 21
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CUSTOM SUIT

G-FORCE Custom 
Racing Suits ensure 
you of that perfect fit 
while you’re tearing up 
the track.

Let us clue you in on
what makes our custom 
suits so special…

SFI 3.2a/5 & SFI 3.4

Multiple options, 
colors and
combinations!

Built to your exact dimensions 
to ensure a perfect fit both in 
and out of the car.

In-depth embroidery for exact 
sponsor logo appearance and 
placement.

Sateen Nomex® colors 
available in a wide variety for 
color matching.

Mix and match options for a 
race suit that fits your needs.

A custom-made driving suit 
commands attention at the 
track for added exposure.

Break out of the off the shelf 
blues with a custom made, 
unique driving suit.
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PART #

COLOR

4113 / 4114

BK / NT

FLAME RETARDANT 
UNDERWEAR

PART #

SIZES

COLOR

4150

SML - XLG

BK

PART #

SIZES

COLOR

4160 Top

4161 Bottom

SML - XXL

NT

Flame-retardant underwear is essential for 

providing the last line of defense in a fire. The 

extra layer of flame retardant material is an 

item that no driver should ever have to use, 

but, if you need it, you will be glad you have it.

The soft knit is hypoallergenic and more 

comfortable on the skin than the old standby. 

The double stitching provides 

added durability. 

#4160

Open

#4161

Open
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G5 GLOVE

PART #

SIZES

COLOR

4101

CSM - XXL

BK / BU / RD

The G5 RaceGrip gloves are 
designed for those who require 
the stringent SFI-5 standard while 
providing excellent grip and feel 
the racer needs.

Constructed of soft comfortable 
knit Aramid and calfskin with 
reinforced leather palm and knuckle 
pad. An adjustable wrist closure 
provides for customizable fit.  

The G5 gloves are lined with a 
flame-retardant fabric that wicks 
moisture away from your hands 
while maintaining that unique 
RaceGrip feel.
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PART #

SIZES

COLOR

0235

3, 4, 5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, 

8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 

11.5, 12, 13, 14

BK / BU / RD

The GF235 is our most popular racing 
shoe and is built with top quality suede 
leather and an exclusive RaceGrip sole. 
The shoe is lined with flame-retardant 
cotton to keep your feet cool in hot 
racing conditions and extra comfort is 
provided by a comfort innersole with 
arch support.

The RaceGrip sole is manufactured from 
a high grip rubber compound and a 
low-profile beveled sole that keeps the 
shoe from catching on the pedals.

GF235 MIDTOP
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GF239 ATLANTA

To highlight the premium end of our 
footwear lineup G-FORCE Racing 
Gear offers the GF239 ATLANTA 
Shoe. The GF239 is constructed from 
a soft knit interior liner and a supple 
suede outer layer to make for a 
comfortable driving experience.

The GF239 features a RadialGrip low 
profile beveled sole to reduce any 
chance of snagging on the pedals. 
The back of the shoe features a U-Cut 
channel to allow a full range of ankle 
and foot movement while in the car. 
These shoes comply with all SFI 
3.3A/5 requirements.

PART #

SIZES

COLOR

0239

5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 

9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 

12, 13, 14

BK / BU / RD
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LATCH & LINK
HARNESS

CAMLOCK
HARNESS

PART # SHOWN 6000RD

PART # SHOWN 7001BU

Drop forged steel 
hardware

3” wide hardware

Double adjustable

Used as wrap-around
orbolt-in mount,
Snap-in optional

Sold in V-Type, H-Type 
or Standard Individual 
Shoulders

Available in Pull-Up, 
Pull-Down or Single 
Side Adjust for tight car 
application

Most harnesses type 
available in black, blue
or red

Rotary cam for ease of use

3” wide hardware

Double adjustable

Can be used as wrap around or
bolt-in mount, Snap-in optional

Shoulders come in Individual
or H-type design

Most harness types available in 
black, blue or red
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6 PT EURO
CAMLOCK 
HARNESS

PART #

COLOR

7623

BK

6 PT PU-LAP
CAMLOCK 
HARNESS

PART #

COLOR

7621

BK

2” Pull-Down Lap Belt
with Anti-Slip Springs

Restraint Device Ready

Shoulder Belts Featuring
3” to 2” Webbing

Speed Pull Tabs for
Quick Tension Release

2” Pull-Down Lap Belt
with Anti-Slip Springs

Restraint Device Ready

Shoulder Belts Featuring
3” to 2” Webbing

Speed Pull Tabs for
Quick Tension Release
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MOTOR RACING IS EXTREMELY HAZARDOUS. DEATH OR INJURY WILL OCCUR. THE PRODUCTS WE SELL HAVE NO WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATIONS MADE WITH 

ABILITY TO PROTECT AGAINST INJURY OR DEATH. THE USER ASSUMES THAT RISK. ALL OF THE ITEMS WE SELL ARE FOR OFF ROAD USE ONLY AND ARE NOT APPROVED 

OR RECOMMENDED FOR STREET USE. G-FORCE RACING GEAR IS NOT RESPONSIBLE OR LIABLE FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS. PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

4231 Southside Drive
Suite 300

Acworth, Ga 30101

G-FORCE Racing Gear - (Collectively referred to as the “Warrantor”) will repair or replace these products with 
new or refurbished parts, free of charge in the USA within 30 days of the original purchase in the event of a de-
fect in materials or workmanship. Warranty is extended only to the original purchaser. A purchase receipt or other 
proof of date of original purchase will be required before warranty service is rendered.

The Warranty only covers failures due to defects in materials or workmanship that occurred during normal use and 
does not cover normal maintenance, including but not limited to, normal wear and tear of the product incurred 
during its intended use. It does not cover damage which occurs during shipment of failures which are caused by 
products not supplied by the Warrantor or failures which may result from accidents, misuse, abuse, neglect, mis-
handling, misapplication, alteration, faulty installation, set up adjustments, modifications or commercial use, or 
other business or rental use of the product or damage which is attributable to acts of God.

LIMITED WARRANTY

LIMITS AND EXCLUSIONS

There are no express warranties except as listed above. THE WARRANTOR SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR INCI-
DENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE USE OF WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY 
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE LIMITED TO THE APPLICABLE WARRANTY AND SET FORTH 
ABOVE. Some states do not allow the exclusion of limitation of incidental or consequential damages, or limitations 
on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above exclusions or limitations may not apply to you. This Warranty 
gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights that vary from state to state. If a problem with 
this products develops during or after the warranty, you may contact the Warrantor at the following address: 4231 
Southside Drive, Suite 300, Acworth, Ga 30101, U.S.A.

Repair work that does not involve defective materials or workmanship is not covered by this Warranty. Costs of 
such service, including shipping charges, are the responsibility of the Purchaser.

(770) 998-8855

WWW.GFORCE.COM

AUTHORIZED DEALER NETWORK

G-FORCE Racing Gear is
activly seeking new Dealers 
and Distributors in all forms

of Motorsports!

Improve your online presence
with Quivers

Strong Support for all levels of dealers

Complete line of helmets,
harnesses suits and accessories

Customer Service

Over 25 years of quality,
innovation and value

WE WANT Y  U!
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